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1 INTRODUCTION 

It is necessary to recognize, that here already more than century the generalised indexes of 
operation of a mining industry in Ukraine do not improve. If in the beginning of the last century 
the coal mining on one worker occupied in the industry was 1-2 t/day that it remained on thin 
seams and hitherto. That is an explicit indication of stagnation of techniques and production en-
gineering. This rule is aggravated with a dangerous trend of exhaustion of engineering accessi-
ble reserves of coal seams power more than 1 m. In enough close prospect it is necessary to 
complete thin and hyperfine (less than 1 m) coal seams, besides their balance reserves in Don-
bass exceed 220 billion tons to depth of 1800 m that is approximately equal all 2/3 balance re-
serves of coal of Donbass (Litvinsky, 2002).  

Thus, complicated unresolved problem stands before a mining industry of a select of alterna-
tive ways of development which, figuratively speaking; turn to uncompromising struggle of old 
and new scientific doctrines. It is necessary to achieve accurate comprehension and understand-
ing of strategic directions and tactical problems in one of the oldest and complicated areas of an 
engineering civilization - in a mining industry. 

The purpose of the present investigation is the substantiation of the new scientific doctrine of 
creation of manless continuous technology of a mining from thin coal seams and elaboration pi-
lot designs of in essence new samples of mining technique 

 

2 STRUGGLE OF OLD AND NEW SCIENTIFIC DOCTRINES 

Now more and more accurate understanding of principal singularities of a historical modifi-
cation and perfection of mining technique and production engineering perfection comes. It ap-
pears, mining technique development went by mechanical copying of essence of "manual" 
(primary) production engineering of mining processes. Such "conservatism" in techniques de-
velopment is caused by objective epistemological reasons of its historical shaping and rather 
difficultly overcome. It is obvious, that engineering contradictions inherent in mining already 
now became a serious obstacle for effective mining operations, first of all - coal. Their over-
coming it is necessary to search on a way of failure from the main component of an inertia vec-
tor at development of mining technique which now is considered as the firm. It forces to revise 
traditional approaches and to develop alternative technology and samples of techniques for min-
ing operations. 
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Till now quite realized scientific doctrine of a conservative direction of development of min-
ing technology which be based on the concept of extensive perfection of each of mining ele-
ments, not affecting their essence (magnification of power, masses, sizes etc.). As a whole this 
"old" doctrine which has not gained in due time conceptually accurate statement, historically 
represents a sum total of stage-by-stage developments of the traditional designs directed in the 
majority on elimination of numerous "bottlenecks" of mining. 

As the history of development of engineering systems proves, trying overcomes engineering 
contradictions on the basis of traditional approaches cannot to crown with success in perspec-
tive. Therefore it is necessary to change main principles of creation and to pass to new level 
mining technique and production engineering 

The new scientific doctrine offered here «XXI-st century Pit» uses the concept of intensive 
development of mining technique and technology demanding of a cardinal modification for a 
long time developed and everywhere become standard concepts and views. Methodologically it 
demands detection of principal engineering contradictions, finding and a formulation of the ma-
jor problems and search of their non-traditional solutions (Litvinsky, 2005). 
1. The old doctrine of conservative development of mining technology is: 

  stage-by-stage developments of traditional designs, elimination of "bottlenecks";  
 the concept of extensive development of separate elements of mining technology and tech-

niques (magnification of power, masses, sizes, a velocity, power to weight ratio etc.) 
 accumulation of engineering contradictions in mining technology and techniques 

2. The new doctrine of progressive development is: 
 a cardinal modification of traditional approaches and views, overcoming of "an inertia vec-

tor» thinking,  
 the concept of intensive development of mining technique and technology, a modification 

of an essence of technology and constructive principles of techniques 
 detection, comprehension and overcoming at qualitatively new level of engineering con-

tradictions 
The accurate statement and comprehension of these engineering relicts, braking the further 

industrial development and sciences, allows to put actual research problems and to develop new 
perspective scientific directions. 

3 THE BASIC ENGINEERING CONTRADICTIONS OF THE MINING INDUSTRY 
DEVELOPMENT 

To the basic scientific and technical contradictions and unresolved problems of a modern 
mining industry it is necessary to refer to (Litvinsky, 2003): 

 technological opening up schemes, preparations and mining have a restrained range of ap-

plication, are narrowly purpose-built, unreasonable complicated, demand the big variety 

of mining machines and gears, provide application of the big share of a manual work; 

 winning machines and equipment complexes are unsuitable for coal thin seams, are bulky, 

are mechanically deficient, have the big mass and energy output, do not respond prin-

ciples of automation, frontal affecting to working face, continuous  the organization of 

operations; 

 it is inadmissible low level of safety of operations because of necessity of stay of workers 

for a breakage face, a heat, coal bursts, muck and gas, a fire hazard, an inefficiency of ae-

rating, frequent catastrophes (gas bursts and a dust, a roof fall of mucks), etc. 

mining it is ecologically dangerous and harmful, pollutes a surface mine waters, methane out-

bursts, muck dumps, breaks water balance of territory, demands land recultivation and so fort. 

4 ROADHEADER “MIR” 

To one of the major aspects of mining technique it is necessary to refer to heading machine. 
Extensive development roadheader's technicians has led to creation unreasonable a variety of 
their types (lack of unification), complexity of use in varying geological conditions (low adapta-



tion), to excessive expenditures of a time and means for adjustment-dismantle, long preparatory-
final operations, low to an availability factor (0,5-0,7) and uses (0,2-0,4) in a time. Misfit of 
functions of an executive device of a combine to application conditions at high-speed conduct-
ing of sloping and curvilinear developments in strong or unstable rocks became the basic engi-
neering contradiction on this direction of development of mining technique.  

Being based on the analysis 
and overcoming of the re-
vealed engineering contradic-
tions, we had been developed 
the cutting frontal combine 
“MIR” (Litvinsky, 2003b, 
2005a) in essence new layouts 
for the continuous automated 
driving technology with a ve-
locity of 50-100 m/day hori-
zontal and incline workings 
(±30º) on a massif of arbitrary 
strength with abandonment 
mucks in pit. The basic struc-
tural components of a combine 
are: bearing diaphragm, 
screws-drums on which roller 
cutters are installed. Screws 
are twirled by means of the 
hydromotors working under 
the circuit design the stator-
wheel. The propulsion device 
is fulfilled as a thrust-walking 

type from hydraulic advancing cylinders and bedplates. Representation about a combine 
struction can be gained from Fig.1. 

The basic advantages of a combine «MIR» are: 
- universality of application on a rock strength and a type of developments,  
- simplicity and low-hourly-rate of a construction,  
- high thrust force to working face 2000-3000 kN, 
- destruction of strong rocks by roller cutters and high pressure streams of water, 
- exclusion of expensive and bulky reductors (in a combine there are no shafting and gears) 
- a nonstop continuous work technique without time gap, 
- accuracy of fulfillment of a route of a development, automation, mechatronics, 
- safety and comfort of labour (the dust, vibration, temperature are expelled), 
- a drifting rate of 2-3 m/hour (50-100 m/day), 
- labor productivity growth at 7-12 time. 
The combine can make a serious concurrence in the international market of mining equip-

ment; its annual need only in the CIS countries makes 500-700 pieces in a year. 

5 THE MANLESS MINING TECHNIC FOR THIN COAL SEAMS 

The auger frontal aggregate for mining (AFAM) was developed for the solution of a problem 
of a manless coal mining from thin and hyperfine seams. It has the tool and the transport device 
(Fig. 2), fulfilled as a unit from sequentially had along working face of a wall auger sections, on 
blades which roller cutters are installed (Litvinsky, 2006).  

Aggregate AFAM general view in working face is shown on Figure 2. 

Figure 1. Overview frontal road heading machine “MIR”  
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The aggregate contains the 
device for creation thrust on 
working face and transitions 
of the aggregate.  

Roller cutters on blades of 
augers make effective de-
struction of coal in a seam, 
simultaneously ensuring 
small resistance to twirl (ef-
fect of the rolling-contact 
bearing). It considerably re-
duces power of the drive for 
a coal mining. Presence of a 
shield fence forms transport 
space in auger that promotes 
transportation of coal and 
eliminates its losses on a 
wall.  

The velocity transition of 
the aggregate fluctuates with-
in 0.05...2.0 mm/c. For a 
seam thickness 0.5 m the coal 
stream from the aggregate 

can exceed 70... 100 kg/c. The increased console of a roofing in a wall promotes crushing coal 
in front of screws that simplifies its separation from a massif. As the aggregate is half hidden in 
a coal block, there is no necessity for powerful supporting of roofing, and its easy fence is suffi-
cient. As presence of people at a wall is completely expelled, ventilation of a wall there is no 
necessity.  

The AFAM’ virtues are a manless coal mining from walls in length of 100-120 m, continuity 
technology of operations and their full automation, high efficiency 150-200 t/hour or extraction 
4... 6 kt/day coal from a wall (1 кt = 1 thousand kg), exclusion end and auxiliary operations, 
neutral gaseous medium without ventilation, simplicity and low cost of a construction, working 
of thin and hyperfine seams of coal from 0,4 m and more with dip from 0 to 40-50 grades, pay-
back period 2-3 months. 

6 NEW UNIVERSAL MINING METHOD OF THIN SEAMS 

The new universal system of 
opening, preparation and mining 
is developed for new manless 
techniques of high gas-bearing 
thin and hyperfine coal seams in 
neutral gaseous medium on conti-
nuous manless technology to 
depth 2...3 km with abandonment 
all waste rock in pit without pil-
lars. 

First of all the driving technol-
ogy of rise headings by means of a 
combine “MIR” (Fig. 3) has been 
developed. 

The essence of technology con-
sists that the combine is drifting a 
runway bottom-up on a coal seam, 
and waste rock is transmitted in a 
goaf of a wall which complete 

Figure 2. Overview of frontal auger mining aggregate AFAM in 

coal face 
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Figure 3. The driving of run by combine “MIR” 



mining aggregate AFAM. Waste rock keeps within a goaf with the help pack aggregate which 
moves after a mining aggregate AFAM (Litvinsky, 2006). 

Thus, combination of the drifting and mining is ensured, the rise heading is drifted for shap-

ing of a panel of coal (Fig. 4). The waste rock from drifting is stowed in a wall goaf. 
Seam working on new technology begins that a section of a mine field sizes 4 km on the 

strike and 2 km to the dip are always opened by central twin shafts which have been referred to 
a lower boundary to the dip. Then a seam trunk roadway is drifted and coal block is created up-
dip by means of a combine “MIR”. 

Mining coal is fulfillment by retreat longwalls from mine-field boundaries with frontal ag-
gregate AFAM. Thus, pit is ensuring a coal mining of 4-7 thousand t/day. Time of working of 
one longwall to the dip (2 km) is equal 2 months, life cycle of horizon - 8-12 years. 

7 THE HYDROJACK HOISTING AND DRAINAGE 

Existing designs of stationary mining machines, - mine rope hoisting and pipe drainage, - also 
have a number of unresolved engineering contradictions that does impossible their use on future 
pits, especially on the big depths (Litvinsky, 2004). 

Already on the depths of mining attained to the present time (1000-1500 m and more) the so-
called strong length of ropes L0 on which the rope is broken off under a body weight starts to be 
exhausted. 

Modern mine hoisting possesses serious basic deficiencies that call into question a possibility 
of its use for future mines: 
  an inefficiency of use of a rope for the big depths of mining; 

Figure 4. The mining of thin coal seams 

1- pit bottom; 2- main roadway; 3,5- run; 4- pack; 6- combine MIR; 7- aggregate AFAM; 8- 

longwall; 9- panel of coal; 10- loose rock; 
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  insufficient bearing capacity of a rope, low hoisting capacity; 
  high specific energy expenditures of per unit lifted cargo, exceeding theoretically necessary 

in 2,2-2,4 times; 
  a cyclic operating mode, complexity of automation, dynamic loads on equipment and sup-

porters of constructions; 
  the big mass and complexity of a design, high labour content and duration of civil work and 

installation; bulkiness and complexity of mining buildings for hoisting. 
It is obvious, that engineering contradictions inherent in the rope hoisting are a serious ob-

stacle for development of delfts. The solution of this engineering contradiction is refuse from a 
principal component of a vector of inertia of designing of mine hoisting - a rope. 

The analysis of the most perspective 
directions of development of mine 
hoisting was made and the unusual so-
lution of this problem - hydrojack 
hoisting (HJH) is offered. 

HJH (Fig. 5) includes cages (boxes), 
the guide built in shaft, the hydraulic 
jacks installed on baseline stations. 
Hydraulic jacks are connected by 
means of system of valves to pressure 
and drain hydropipe mains which are in 
turn connected to the stationary hy-
draulic pump installed on a surface. 
Control of hoist is carried out by means 
of the computer on a surface by switch-
ing of electromagnets spool-type dis-
tribution valves. On shaft for transition 
of ancillary materials, the equipment 
and people, and also for inspection 
checks and preventive replacements of 
hydraulic jacks, it is provided the ele-
vator. In a parallel way with a cargoes 
column boxes the same column a des-
cent empty boxes is had in shaft. 

New hoisting HJH works as follows. 
On the lower horizon boxes by means 
of the charging device (in the form of 

an automatic rotor line) with the batcher are filled granular (coal or waste rock) and move be-
tween directive guides, the cargo column boxes in a shaft thereby is formed. The hydraulic jacks 
installed at stations 4, are periodically connected by system of valves to pressure or drain hy-
dropipe mains and put forward the stocks, ensuring driving of columns boxes. 

8 POWER SUPPLY AND OTHER PROCESSES IN XXI-TH CENTURY PIT 

Separately it is necessary to be shut down on a problem of underground power supply. High 
speeds preparatory and longwalls on pit the XXI-st centuries reaching to 100 m/day, do imposs-
ible use of an electric-power supply of moving machinery because of necessity of frequent con-
nections and gang of length of power cables that does not give in to automation. This problem 
can be solved, only having applied an autonomous free-piston methane-diesel engines, as com-
bustible for which the gas of methane creating neutral a gaseous aerosphere and 100 % filling 
mine workings. Methane possesses variety of valuable properties: loses ability to burn and be 
blasted out (is completely safety) at concentration more than 16-17 % and has high calorific 
ability, equal 36 MJ/kg (20 MJ/m

3
), that exceeds energy of anthracite approximately twice. 

Estimation shows that by simultaneous operation of all underground users of energy in new 
pit (common power nearby 2 МW) require 300... 360 m

3
/c methane from a mine atmosphere. At 

a daily output of coal 4…6 kt/day (1 kt = 1 thousand tons) is enough, that methane emanation 

Figure 5. Overview hydrojack mine hoist HJH in a shaft 



deposits was more than 0.9...1.2 m
3
/t. The majority of coal seams fulfill to this condition of gas-

sy mines, and at some the methane exit reaches to 10... 15 m
3
/t and even more. Methane ex-

cesses are provided to withdraw on a surface for salvaging. The offered alternative of under-
ground energy supply is the safeties, engineering effective, economic and ecologically pure. For 
ungaseous mines it is necessary to use to customary diesel engines. 

Hence, the new concept of methane underground use for energy supply in pit has quite real 
basis. It gives considerable economic gains and allows excluding many complicated, unsafe and 
expensive processes inherent in use of the electric power in pit.  

In a new way a lot of problems are solved in XXI-st century pit: roof control problems in a 
longwall, stability of preparatory mine workings, a transportation of coal, materials, equipment 
and miners. The processes underground gaze- and hydrodynamics will essentially vary.  

As working faces refining and development openings move with high, before unattainable, a 
velocity to 100 m/day, a rock pressure will qualitatively have other singularities changing in a 
favorable side of a mining condition. So, in a longwall on thin seams roof control will cardinally 
become simpler, as the complete roof fall will be replaced by a smooth roof subsidence. It, in 
turn, will inevitably call essential magnification of a stress concentration on a working face edge 
that will promote crushing of it and will essentially facilitate a taking out of coal by aggregate 
AFAM. 

9 CONCLUSION 

On the basis of the retrospective analysis of a mining industry status a basic engineering con-
tradictions are revealed and formulated. Directions of their overcoming by adoption of non-
standard designs are shown on progressive concepts and laws of development of engineering 
systems. The scientific doctrine of pit in the form of energetically self-sufficient and ecological-
ly "pure" enterprise has been developed as a result. 

After consecutive complete working from top to down all seams of coal on a mine field (2 х 4 
km) to limiting depth (2...3 km) shafts of the XXI-st century pit remain always to work in an au-
tomatic regime on a water lifting and drainage of methane from all undermining massif. There is 
a local cycle of a gas production and a circulation of water "massif-surface", turning in the con-
stant source of a farmland irrigation and low-cost energy (Litvinsky, 2005a).  

Thus, creation before inconceivable forms of an infrastructure round pits-sections and their 
transformation into the rock-agrarian regional enclaves fulfilling functions to obtain of methane 
from the undermining massif, receipting of ecologically pure agricultural products, upgrading 
and preservations of the environment is ensured. It is thus attained: 

 creation of ecologically pure territory in a surroundings of a rock-agrarian enclave at the 
expense of complete exclusion of an harmful emission and upgrading territories  

 in a time and after working of coal reserves to depth of 2-3 and more km conservation of 
shafts of pit with HJH as radiant of water and СН4 (energy); 

 water use (200-400 m
3
/h) for a drop automatic sprinkling and irrigation (300 l/m

2
, the 

square of an irrigation of 1000-5000 hectares) 
 creation of an alternative turn of water under the circuit design «a surface-rock massif» in 

region, 
 creation of settlements on 2-5 thousand inhabitants from cottages with sections of land of 

0.1-0.2 hectares and landscape design for all-the-year-round cultivation of vegetables and 
fruit in garden and hotbed. 
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